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n March, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) banned electronics larger than smartphones from being carried onto aircraft destined
for the U.S. from 10 airports in the Middle East and
North Africa. DHS cited credible intelligence of a
threat from explosives being smuggled onto aircraft.
The United Kingdom followed suit with a similar
ban. In recent weeks, DHS has been considering
expanding this ban to include flights from Europe to
the U.S.1
Many policymakers in the U.S. are wondering
whether the so-called laptop ban is the correct solution to the newest threat to aviation security. Classified intelligence is essential to answering this
quandary, but so are proper risk-management and
cost–benefit frameworks. Good security requires
that officials consider the costs and benefits of potential policies in determining how they can effectively
mitigate the many threats facing the U.S.

Basics of Risk Management

Risk exists everywhere. Whether through
extreme activities such as sky diving or more ubiquitous ones like driving a car, everyone faces risks that
they explicitly (e.g., buying car insurance) or implicitly (e.g., driving carefully) try to manage. For the
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U.S. government, there are countless risks to manage. To do so, the government must understand how
serious any given risk is, how it compares to other
risks, and what the costs and benefits of potential
solutions are.
Risk in the security sphere is often calculated
with the following formula:2
Risk = Threat × Vulnerability × Consequences
nn

nn

nn

where threat is a measurement of potential adversaries and their capability and intent to engage in
harmful activity (for example, Great Britain is
not a threat to the U.S. because while it has significant military capabilities, it has no desire
to attack the U.S.; conversely, a single terrorist
marooned on a desert island may have a significant desire to harm the U.S. but lacks the capability to do so);
vulnerability refers to how susceptible an entity
is to harmful activities (an M1 Abrams tank, for
example, is not vulnerable to bullets but is vulnerable to high explosives); and
consequence is a measure of the impact of a given
harmful activity (if an adversary breaks into a
secret U.S. military installation only to find it
deserted, for example, the consequences of the
attack to the U.S. are nil, but if a terrorist sneaks
a bomb aboard a plane and detonates it over a city,
the consequences—which must also include the
second-order effects, such as reduced demand for
air travel should a bomb explode on a plane—are
high).
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Costs and Benefits of the Laptop Ban

would be harder to attack a plane originating from
Europe and the Middle East. That said, a determined
attacker could still attack the plane by changing the
device from manually operated to remotely activated.
Benefit = (Threatno × Vulnerabilityno × Consequencesno) Alternatively, an attacker could fly from a region that
is not affected by the ban—including most of Africa
– (Threatban × Vulnerabilityban × Consequencesban)
and Asia, Latin America, or even the U.S.—and still
DHS is responsible for determining what effect bring a manually activated bomb into the cabin. The
any proposed policy would have on threat, vulner- threat—Islamist terrorists—and the consequences—
a plane exploding in the sky causing reduced air travability, and consequence:
el for the near future—are largely unchanged by the
nn Threat: The ban might marginally deter attackban.
On the other side of the equation are the costs
ers flying from affected regions through the perof this ban. The cost is a function of several factors,
ception of greater security.
including:
nn Vulnerability: Within affected regions, manually
operated bombs would no longer be an option. For nn Reduced productivity on planes and increased
a bomb to be smuggled aboard, it would have to
logistical costs and delays to travel. The Interbe on a timer, set to go off at a specific pressure or
national Air Transport Association posits that
altitude, or be remotely activated to succeed, thus
such a ban on Europe would result in approxireducing the window for a successful attack. Addimately $1 billion in such costs.4
tionally, the fact that it is relatively easy to subject
checked bags to additional scrutiny reduces the nn Reduced air travel and tourism. According to
likelihood of a bomb making it onto the plane.3
the U.S. Travel Association, visitors from Europe
spend around $60 billion annually on travel and
nn Consequence: There could be a minor reduction
tourism in the U.S. Making travel more difficult
or restrictive would reduce the number of fliers,
in the consequences of a successful attack Cargo
especially business travelers who may use flight
holds are generally located immediately below pastime to get work done.
sengers, often with one bay at the front of the plane
and another at the rear. Any significant explosion
would likely have a destructive effect on the air- nn Increased likelihood of damage, theft, or
craft regardless of whether it was in the main cabin
compromise of devices. Currently, many airor the cargo hold. For explosions that do not destroy
lines ban devices in checked baggage to reduce the
the aircraft outright, a bomb in the cargo hold may
risk of fires. Should devices be forced into the bagbe less deadly than one in the cabin.
gage hold, the potential for theft or damage would
also increase. From a cybersecurity perspective,
It appears that the principal advantage of the
these devices are also vulnerable to compromise.
laptop ban would be a reduction in vulnerability: It
Within a cost–benefit framework, the benefit from
the laptop ban is the reduction in risk.
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Without access to current intelligence, it is imposIncreased fires in the cargo hold caused by
electronics. The Federal Aviation Administration sible to fully assess the nature of the risk. The Depart(FAA) cites 152 reported incidents of fire or near- ment of Homeland Security should therefore:
fire incidents on planes due to lithium batteries
since 1991. Sixty-five incidents, or about 20 per year, nn Conduct a robust risk analysis that considers
classified information and other relevant data.
have occurred since 2014.5 The FAA has warned that
Any policy options should be considered carefully
such lithium fires can lead to dangerous explosions
through a risk-based, cost–benefit framework. DHS
and such fires have been implicated in the crashes of
should use policies that provide positive security
at least three cargo planes. More fires could occur as
benefits at the lowest cost and, to the extent possia result of a laptop ban, and since they would occur
ble, avoid policies that cause more harm than good.
in the cargo hold, customers and flight crews would
The appropriate congressional committees should
also be less aware and less able to deal with such
be informed of the results of such assessments.
fires. Although planes have fire-suppression systems,6 the FAA has warned that existing fire-suppression systems are “incapable of preventing such nn Look for smart solutions. The threat of exploan explosion.”7 As such fires increase, so does the
sives being smuggled aboard aircraft means that
the U.S. must consider policies ranging from
likelihood that a fire-suppression system will fail or
greater scrutiny at checkpoints to employing
be overcome, possibly resulting in the destruction
more bomb-sniffing dogs and equipment abroad.
of the aircraft. Greater investments in fire-suppresThese policies would have costs and benefits,
sion systems could therefore be necessary.
weaknesses and strengths. It is up to policymakers to find the solutions that best handle the risks
There is also the chance that European countries could
facing the nation.8
place a similar ban on laptops for U.S. flights to Europe,
which would result in the imposition of similar costs.
nn

Weighing the Options

A laptop ban would result in at least several billion dollars in guaranteed costs and losses, as well as
increased potential for additional losses from theft
or damage to devices and possible aircraft fires from
electronics. On the other hand, aircraft would benefit from being less vulnerable to manually activated
explosive devices from regions where the ban is in
effect while remaining vulnerable in other regions to
remotely or independently detonated bombs.

Secure Skies and Prosperous Homeland

The U.S. faces countless threats each day and as a
rule should set policy based on risk assessments that
consider the costs, benefits, alternatives, and what
the enemy might do. Doing so will maximize U.S.
security while keeping America prosperous and free.
—David Inserra is a Policy Analyst for Homeland
Security and Cybersecurity in the Douglas and Sarah
Allison Center for Foreign Policy, of the Kathryn and
Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for National Security
and Foreign Policy, at The Heritage Foundation.
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